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**BUYERS' GUIDE OF THE CITY OF CHICAGO**

*"The Great Central Market"

This section of the directory will be reproduced in a special commemorative edition, "Chicago Today," and given a world-wide distribution. Issued in supplementary form, this catalog of the leading business houses and professional interests in Chicago will reach U. S. Embassies, Consulates and Consular Agents in all Cities and Countries of the World, as well as all Commercial Organizations and Important Civic Bodies throughout the United States and Canada, Chambers of Commerce, Boards of Trade and similar civic and business organizations.

The advertisements grouped by Departments and carefully indexed provide a comprehensive guide for ready reference of Buyer or Seller.

The particular function of a city directory is to direct. CHICAGO the great enterprise central market has long felt the need for reference information of this kind and the publishers hope this need is herewith supplied.

**BOTH BUYERS AND SELLERS WILL FIND THESE PAGES HELPFUL AND INTERESTING**

A City Directory
Is a City Catalog

Volume 71 of the Chicago City Directory
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